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1.	 We vnre mcet interested in the contact
meeting with	 I:-	 but of coulee disappointed
version toNeutral SPIeOleb Gray."	 On the basis of your
assessment of c	 _.:1, we agree that he does not
$ leading role in Ancrmaa.

2.	 As you requested, we reviewed the	 CI
interest in combstdne the spieled of Soviet ideology and
with Soviet Affairs in apasaral through his work in the
would seem to make him an mellent candidate to aid
"deterrent" theme.

3.	 *Neat of C:_	 __-.1 could also undoubtedly
this program, although not as a principal agent, since
OW-7&6,	 9 November 1962, it would be bspossible to
tional clearance for bin due to still unresolved questions
background.

4.	 While te believe it is tsportant for field
the MIME theme whenever possible, we realise tbst
have time to give it the momentum required to mate the
In an attempt to Wooden the scope of the prcgran, therefore,
sat up a MAINS directed aschenies. We are now endeavoring
established orgmnisaticewbose goals are ocapatitle with
program ends competent PrinciTal Agent who can be inserted
ganisation in a position bitch will alloy bin to hire
travel and develop contacts with organisations or individuals
countries.	 Such a mechenisecanof course be used to
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lines other than that of =MAL sad, me hops, to tern up leads in foreign
countries which nay be of interest to field sters,117; tbutIOJODLY
purposes. each personalities as the subject of
emu, be contacted throe& r a ureenisatian. t a	 the ohooroino
problem sal the latticed to	 loh is entailed in the
handling of principal agents.	 _..;

5. /bur efforts to find candidates for this proems aro very
mush appreciated. We mill keep you advised of lisedgnerters progress and
mill be interested to hear of any !otter contest 'with C 3
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